Abstract-Multilayer graphs are commonly used for representing different relations between entities and handling heterogeneous data processing tasks. Nonstandard multilayer graph clustering methods are needed for assigning clusters to a common multilayer node set and for combining information from each layer. This paper presents a multilayer spectral graph clustering (SGC) framework that performs convex layer aggregation. Under a multilayer signalplus-noise model, we provide a phase transition analysis of clustering reliability. Moreover, we use the phase transition criterion to propose a multilayer iterative model order selection algorithm (MIMOSA) for multilayer SGC, which features automated cluster assignment and layer weight adaptation, and provides statistical clustering reliability guarantees. Numerical simulations on synthetic multilayer graphs verify the phase transition analysis, and experiments on real-world multilayer graphs show that MIMOSA is competitive or better than other clustering methods.
nent analysis and dictionary learning [7] , [8] , anomaly detection [9] , and community detection [10] , [11] , among others.
The objective of multilayer graph clustering is to find a consensus cluster assignment on each node in the common node set by combining connectivity patterns in each layer. Multilayer graph clustering differs from single-layer graph clustering in several respects: (1) the information about cluster membership must be aggregated from multiple layers; (2) the performance of multilayer graph clustering will depend on the proportion of noisy edges across layers. This paper proposes a multilayer spectral graph clustering (SGC) algorithm that uses convex layer aggregation. Specifically, the algorithm performs SGC on an weighted average of the adjacency matrices of the layers, where the weights are non-negative and sum to one. We establish phase transitions in multilayer graph clustering in the convex layer-aggregated graph as a function of the noisy edge connection parameters of each layer under a multilayer signal plus noise model. Our phase transition analysis shows that when one sweeps over noise levels, there exists a critical threshold below (above) which multilayer SGC will yield correct (incorrect) clusters. This critical phase transition threshold depends on the layer weights used to aggregate the multilayer graph into a single-layer graph in addition to the topology of the multilayer graph. Numerical experiments on synthetic multilayer graphs are conducted to verify the phase transitions of the proposed method. Moreover, we propose a multilayer iterative model order selection algorithm (MIMOSA) that incorporates automated layer weight adaptation and cluster assignment. Experimental results on real-world multilayer graphs show that MIMOSA has competitive clustering performance to (1) the baseline approach of assigning uniform layer weights, (2) the greedy multilayer modularity maximization method [12] , and (3) the subspace approach [13] . This paper makes two principal contributions. First, under a general multilayer signal plus noise model, we establish a phase transition on the performance of multilayer SGC. Fixing the within-cluster edges (signals) and varying the parameters governing the between-cluster edges (noises), we show that the clustering accuracy of multilayer SGC can be separated into two regimes: a reliable regime where high clustering accuracy can be guaranteed, and an unreliable regime where high clustering accuracy is impossible. Moreover, we specify upper and lower bounds on the critical noise value that separates these two regimes, which is an analytical function of the signal strength, the number of clusters, the cluster size distributions, and the layer weights for convex layer aggregation. The bounds become 2373-776X © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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exact in the case of identical cluster sizes. The analysis specifies the interplay between the layer weights, the multilayer graph connectivity structure in terms of eigenspectrum, and the performance of multilayer SGC via convex layer aggregation.
The analysis also provides a criterion for assessing the quality of clustering results, which leads to the second contribution: the introduction of a new multilayer clustering algorithm with automated model order selection (number of clusters). This algorithm, called the multilayer iteration model order selection algorithm (MIMOSA), selects both the model order and the layer weights and results in improved performance. MIMOSA incrementally increases the number of clusters, adapts layer weight assignment, and adopts a series of statistical clustering reliability tests. To illustrate the proposed MIMOSA approach, we apply it to several real-world multilayer graphs pertaining to social, biological, collaboration and transportation networks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work on multilayer graph clustering. Section III introduces the multilayer signal plus noise model for multilayer graphs, and presents the mathematical formulation of multilayer SGC via convex layer aggregation. Section IV provides performance analysis of the proposed multilayer SGC under a multilayer signal plus noise model. We specify a breakdown condition for the success of multilayer SGC, and establish a phase transition on the clustering accuracy of multilayer SGC under a block-wise identical noise model and a block-wise nonidentical noise model, respectively. Section V describes the proposed MIMOSA approach for automated multilayer graph clustering. Section VI presents numerical results that verify the phase transition analysis. Section VII compares the performance of MIMOSA with two other automated multilayer graph clustering methods on 9 real-world multilayer graph datasets. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Graph clustering, also known as community detection, on multilayer graphs aims to find a consensus cluster assignment on each node in the common node set shared by different layers. Layer aggregation has been a principal method for processing and mining multilayer graphs [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , as it transforms a multilayer graph into a single aggregated graph, facilitating application of data analysis techniques designed for single-layer graphs. Extending the stochastic block model (SBM) for graph clustering in single-layer graphs [21] , a multilayer SBM has been proposed for graph clustering on multilayer graphs [19] , [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Under the assumption of two equally-sized clusters, the authors in [19] show that if layer aggregation is used and if each layer is an independent realization of a common SBM, the inferential limit for cluster detectability decays at rate O(L −   1 2 ), where L is the number of layers. In [26] , a layer selection method based on a multilayer SBM is proposed to improve the performance of graph clustering by identifying a subset of coherent layers. However, the multilayer SBM assumes homogeneous connectivity structure for within-cluster and between-cluster edges in each layer, and it also assumes layer-wise independence.
In addition to inference approaches based on the multilayer SBM, other methods have been proposed for graph clustering on multilayer graphs, including information-theoretic approaches [27] , [28] , k-nearest neighbor method [29] , nonnegative matrix factorization [30] , flow-based approach [31] , linked matrix factorization [32] , random walk [33] , tensor decomposition [3] , subspace methods [13] , [34] , subgraph mining with edge labels [35] , and greedy multilayer modularity maximization [12] . More details on multilayer graph models can be found in the recent survey papers for graph clustering on multilayer graphs [10] , [11] .
It is worth mentioning that the methods proposed in many of the aforementioned publications require the knowledge of the number of clusters (model order) for graph clustering, especially for matrix decomposition-based methods [3] , [13] , [30] , [32] , [34] and multilayer SBM [19] , [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . However, in many practical cases the model order is not known. Although many model order selection methods have been proposed for singlelayer graphs [36] [37] [38] [39] , little has been developed for multilayer graphs. Moreover, many layer aggregation methods assign uniform weights over layers such that the aggregated graph is insensitive to the quality of clusters in each layer [15] , [17] , [19] . This paper studies the sensitivity of the clustering accuracy to layer weights under a multilayer signal plus noise model. We then propose a model order selection algorithm featuring layer weight adaptation that automatically finds the minimal model order that meets statistical clustering reliability guarantees.
III. MULTILAYER GRAPH MODEL AND SPECTRAL GRAPH CLUSTERING VIA CONVEX LAYER AGGREGATION

A. Multilayer Graph Model
Throughout this paper, we consider a multilayer graph model consisting of L layers representing different relationships among a common node set V of n nodes. The graph in the -th layer is an undirected graph with nonnegative edge wights, which is denoted by G = (V, E ), where E is the set of weighted edges in the -th layer. The n × n binary symmetric adjacency matrix A ( ) is used to represent the connectivity structure of G . The entry [A ( ) ] uv = 1 if nodes u and v are connected in the -th layer, and [A ( ) ] uv = 0 otherwise. Similarly, the n × n nonnegative symmetric weight matrix W ( ) is used to represent the edge weights in G , where W ( ) and A ( ) have the same zero structure. We assume each layer in the multilayer graph is a (possibly correlated) representation of a common set of disjoint K clusters that partitions the node set V, where the k-th cluster has cluster size n k such that K k =1 n k = n, and n min = min k ∈{1,...,K } n k and n max = max k ∈{1,...,K } n k denote the smallest and largest cluster size, respectively. Specifically, the adjacency matrix A ( ) of G in the -th layer can be represented as
where A ( ) k is an n k × n k binary symmetric matrix denoting the adjacency matrix of within-cluster edges of the k-th cluster in the -th layer, and C ( ) ij is an n i × n j binary rectangular matrix denoting the adjacency matrix of between-cluster edges of clusters i and j in the -th layer, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K, i = j, and
Similarly, the edge weight matrix W ( ) of the -th layer can be represented as
where W ( ) k is an n k × n k nonnegative symmetric matrix denoting the edge weights of within-cluster edges of the k-th cluster in the -th layer, and F ( ) ij is an n i × n j nonnegative rectangular matrix denoting the edge weights of between-cluster edges of clusters i and j in the -th layer, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K, i = j, and
B. Multilayer Signal Plus Noise Model
Using the cluster-wise block representations of the adjacency and edge weight matrices for the multilayer graph model described in (1) and (2), we propose a signal-plus-noise model for A ( ) and W ( ) to analyze the effect of convex layer aggregation on graph clustering. Specifically, for each layer we assume the connectivity structure and edge weight distributions follow the random interconnection model (RIM) [39] . In RIM, the signal of the k-th cluster in the -th layer is the connectivity structure in terms of eigenspectrum and weights of the within-cluster edges represented by the matrices A ( ) k and W ( ) k , respectively. The RIM imposes no distributional assumption on the within-cluster edges. The noise between clusters i and j in the -th layer is caused by random between-cluster edges, which are represented by the matrices C ( ) ij and F ( ) ij , respectively. Throughout this paper, we assume the connectivity of a between-cluster edge (i.e., the noise) in each layer is independently drawn from a layer-wise and block-wise independent Bernoulli distribution. Specifically, each entry in C ( ) ij representing the existence of an edge between clusters i and j in the -th layer is an independent realization of a Bernoulli random variable with edge connection probability p ( ) ij ∈ [0, 1] that is layer-wise and block-wise independent. In addition, given the existence of an edge (u, v) between clusters i and j in the -th layer, the entry [F ( ) ij ] uv representing the corresponding edge weight is independently drawn from a nonnegative distribution with mean W ( ) ij and bounded fourth moment that is layer-wise and block-wise independent. The assumption of bounded fourth moment is required for the phase transition analysis established in Section IV.
For the -th layer, the noise accounting for the between-cluster edges is said to be block-wise identical if the noise parameters p ( ) ij = p ( ) and W ( ) ij = W ( ) for every cluster pair i and j, i = j. Otherwise it is said to be block-wise non-identical. The effect of these two noise models on multilayer spectral graph clustering will be studied in Section IV. 
C. Multilayer Spectral Graph Clustering via Convex Layer Aggregation
0 n is the n × 1 column vector of zeros. Spectral graph clustering (SGC) [40] partitions the nodes in G w into K (K ≥ 2) clusters based on the K eigenvectors associated with the K smallest eigenvalues of L w . Specifically, SGC first transforms each node in G w to a K-dimensional vector in the subspace spanned by these eigenvectors, and then implements K-means clustering [41] on these vectors to group the nodes in G w into K clusters. For analysis purposes, throughout this paper we assume G w is a connected graph. If G w is disconnected, SGC can be applied to each connected component in
That is, the second to the n-th smallest eigenvalue of L w are all positive [42] . In addition, the eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue λ 1 (L w ) provides no information about graph clustering since it is proportional to a constant vector, the vector of ones 1 n .
Let Y ∈ R n ×(K −1) denote the eigenvector matrix where its k-th column is the (k + 1)-th eigenvector associated with
By the Courant-Fischer theorem [43] , Y is the solution of the minimization problem
where the optimal value S 2:
identity matrix, and the constraints in (3) impose orthonormality and centrality on the eigenvectors. In summary, multilayer SGC via convex layer aggregation works by computing the eigenvector matrix Y from L w of G w , and implementing K-means clustering on the rows of Y to group the nodes into K clusters.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MULTILAYER SPECTRAL GRAPH CLUSTERING VIA CONVEX LAYER AGGREGATION
In this section, we establish three theorems on the performance of multilayer spectral graph clustering (SGC) via convex layer aggregation, which generalizes the phase transition analysis established in [39] for single-layer graphs. The novelty of the analysis presented in this section is the incorporation of the effect of layer weights into multilayer SGC. One obtains the results in [39] as a special case of the analysis presented in this section when there is only one layer (i.e., L = 1) and therefore the layer weight vector w reduces to a unit scalar. To assist comparison, in this section we use a similar, but abbreviated, presentation structure as in [39] for our phase transition analysis. 1 The proofs are given in the supplementary file. The analysis provides a theoretical framework for multilayer SGC and allows us to evaluate the quality of clustering results in terms of a signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio that falls out of the established theorems. This SNR is then used for determining the number of clusters and selecting layer weights in the algorithm proposed in Section V.
The first theorem (Theorem 1) specifies the interplay between layer weights and the success of multilayer SGC by establishing a condition under which multilayer SGC fails to correctly identify clusters under the multilayer signal plus noise model in Section III-B due to inconsistent rows in the eigenvector matrix Y. The condition is called a "breakdown condition" and can be used as a test for identifiability of a given cluster configuration in the multilayer SGC problem.
The second theorem (Theorem 2) establishes phase transitions on the clustering performance of multilayer SGC under the block-wise identical noise model for a given layer weight vector w. Under the block-wise identical noise model, define t ( ) = p ( ) · W ( ) to be the noise level of the -th layer and let
be the aggregated noise level via convex layer aggregation. We show that for each w ∈ W L there exists a critical value t w * of t w such that if t w < t w * , multi-layer SGC can correctly identify the clusters, and if t w > t w * , reliable multi-layer SGC is not possible.
The third theorem (Theorem 3) extends the phase transition analysis of the block-wise identical noise model to the block-wise non-identical noise model. Under the block-wise non-identical noise model, define t
as the maximum noise level of the -th layer and let t
Then for each w ∈ W L we show that reliable clustering results can be guaranteed provided that t w max < t w * , 1 In Section IV, there are a number of limit theorems stated about the behavior of random matrices and vectors whose dimensions go to infinity as the sizes {n k } K k = 1 of the clusters go to infinity while their relative sizes n k /n k are held constant. For simplicity and convenience, the limit theorems are often stated in terms of the finite, but arbitrarily large, dimensions n k , k = 1, 2, . . . , K. For any two matrices X and X of the same dimension, The notation X → X means convergence in the spectral norm [44] . The notation X a.s.
where t w * is the critical value for phase transition under the block-wise identical noise model.
A. Breakdown Condition for Multilayer SGC via Convex Layer Aggregation
Under the multilayer signal plus noise model in Section III-B, let t
ij be the noise level between clusters i and j in the -th layer, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ K, i = j, and 1 ≤ ≤ L. The following theorem establishes a general breakdown condition under which multilayer SGC fails to correctly identify the clusters.
Theorem 1 (general breakdown condition).
Let W w be the
The following holds almost surely as n k → ∞ ∀ k and
Theorem 1 specifies the interplay between the layer weight vector w and the accuracy of multilayer SGC. Different from the case of single-layer graphs (i.e., L = 1 and hence w = 1) such that the layer weight has no effect on the performance of SGC, Theorem 1 states that multilayer SGC cannot be successful if every possible layer weight vector w ∈ W L leads to distinct K − 1 smallest nonzero eigenvalues of the matrices 
B. Phase Transitions in Multilayer SGC Under Block-Wise Identical Noise
Under the multilayer signal plus noise model in Section III-B, if we further assume the between-cluster edges in each layer follow a block-wise identical distribution, then the noise level in the -th layer can be characterized by the parameter t
is the edge connection parameter and W ( ) > 0 is the mean of the between-cluster edge weights in the -th layer. Under the block-wise identical noise model and given a layer weight vector w ∈ W L , let t w = L =1 w t ( ) denote the aggregated noise level of the graph G w . Theorem 2 below establishes phase transitions in the eigendecomposition of the graph Laplacian matrix L w of the graph G w . We show that there exists a critical value t w * such that the K smallest eigenpairs of L w that are used for multilayer SGC have different characteristics when t w < t w * and t w > t w * . In particular, we show that the solution to the minimization problem in (3), the eigen-
index the nodes in cluster k, has cluster-wise separability when t w < t w * . This means that, under this condition, the rows of each Y k are identical with columns that are cluster-wise distinct. On the other hand, when t w > t w * the row-wise average of each matrix Y k is a zero vector and hence the clusters cannot be perfectly separated by inspecting the eigenvector matrix Y.
Theorem 2 (block-wise identical noise).
T be the solution of the minimization problem in (3) and let c
there exists a critical value t w * such that the following holds almost surely as n k → ∞ ∀ k and
In particular, if t w > t w * and c = 1,
In particular, when t w < t w * , Y has the following properties: (b-1) The columns of Y k are constant vectors. (b-2) Each column of Y has at least two nonzero cluster-wise constant components, and these constants have alternating signs such that their weighted sum equals 0 (i.e., k n k v
No two columns of Y have the same sign on the clusterwise nonzero components.
Finally, t w * satisfies:
Theorem 2(a) establishes a phase transition in the increase of the normalized partial eigenvalue sum
with respect to the aggregated noise level t w . When t w ≤ t w * the quantity
} depends on the cluster having the smallest aggregated partial eigenvalue sum given a layer weight vector w. In particular, when all clusters have the same size (i.e., n max = n min = n K ) so that c = 1,
n undergoes a slope change from K − 1 to
at the critical value t w = t w * . The visual illustration of Theorem 2(a) is displayed in Fig. S1 of the supplementary material. given a layer weight vector w. These bounds are determined by the cluster having the smallest aggregated partial eigenvalue sum
, the number of clusters K, and the largest and smallest cluster size (n max and n min ). When all cluster sizes are identical (i.e., c = 1), these bounds become tight (i.e., t w LB = t w UB ). Moreover, by the nonnegativity of the layer weights we can obtain a universal lower bound on t w LB for any w ∈ W L , which is
is a measure of connectivity for cluster k in the -th layer, the lower bound of t w LB in (4) implies that the performance of multilayer SGC is indeed affected by the least connected cluster among all K clusters and across L layers. Specifically, if the graph in each layer is unweighted and
reduces to the algebraic connectivity of cluster k in the -th layer. Similarly, a universal upper bound on t
C. Phase Transitions in Multilayer SGC Under Block-Wise Non-Identical Noise
Under the block-wise non-identical noise model, the noise level of between-cluster edges between clusters i and j in the -th layer is characterized by the parameter t Let Y ∈ R n ×(K −1) be the eigenvector matrix of L w under the block-wise non-identical noise model, and let Y ∈ R n ×(K −1) be the eigenvector matrix of the graph Laplacian L w of another graph generated by the block-wise identical noise model with aggregated noise level t w , which is independent of L. Theorem 3 below specifies the distance between the subspaces spanned by the columns of Y and Y by inspecting their principal angles [40] . Specifically, since Y and Y both have orthonormal columns, the vector a of 
Furthermore, let t The phase transition analysis established in Section IV shows that under the multilayer signal plus noise model in Section III-B, the performance of multilayer spectral graph clustering (SGC) via convex layer aggregation can be separated into two regimes: a reliable regime where high clustering accuracy is guaranteed, and an unreliable regime where high clustering accuracy is impossible. We have specified the critical threshold value of the aggregated noise level that separates these two regimes, and have shown that the assigned layer weight vector w for convex layer aggregation indeed affects the accuracy of multilayer SGC.
In this section, we use the established phase transition criterion to propose a multilayer SGC algorithm, which we call multilayer iterative model order selection algorithm (MIMOSA). MIMOSA is a multilayer SGC algorithm that features automated model order selection for determining the number of clusters (K) and the layer weight vector w. It works by incrementally partitioning the aggregated graph G w into K clusters, adjusting the layer weight vector, and finding the minimal number of clusters such that the output clusters are estimated to be in the reliable regime. The flow diagram of MIMOSA is displayed in Fig. 1, and 
A. Input Data
The input data for MIMOSA is summarized as follows. (1) 
B. Layer Weight Adaptation
Given an initial layer weight vector w ini and the number of clusters K in the iterative process (step 4) of MIMOSA, we propose to adjust the layer weight vector w for convex layer aggregation by estimating the noise level { t
under the block-wise identical noise model in Section III-B. Specifically, given K clusters {C
ij } be the interconnection matrix and edge weight matrix of {C
Then the noise level estimator under the block-wise identical noise model is
for ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}, where is the average of betweencluster edge weights in the -th layer.
Since the estimates
reflect the noise level in each layer, we propose to adjust the layer weight vector w ∈ W L with a nonnegative regularization parameter τ ∈ T . The adjusted w layer weight vector is inversely proportional to the estimated noise level, which is defined as
for ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}. Note that if τ = 0, then w reduces to w ini . In addition, larger τ further penalizes the layers of high noise level by assigning less weight for convex layer aggregation. In addition, to enable the computation of the function 
C. Block-Wise Homogeneity Test
with respect to a layer weight vector w in the iterative process (step 4) of MIMOSA, we implement a block-wise homogeneity test for each block C ( ) ij accounting for the interconnection matrix of clusters i and j in the -th layer, in order to test the assumption of the block-wise homogeneity noise model as assumed in Section III-B, which is the cornerstone of the phase transition results established in Section IV.
In particular, we use the V-test developed in [39, Algorithm 1] to test the assumption of block-wise homogeneity noise model. Given x independent binomial random variables, the V-test tests that they are all identically distributed [45] . Here we apply the V-test to the row sums of C ( ) ij . The block-wise homogeneity test on C ( ) ij rejects the block-wise homogeneous hypothesis if its p-value(i, j, ) ≤ η, where η is the desired single comparison significance level.
In step 4-5 of MIMOSA, the layer weight vector w and the corresponding clusters {C 
D. Clustering Reliability Test Under the Block-Wise Identical Noise Model
In the iterative process of step 4 in MIMOSA, if every interconnection matrix C ( ) ij passes the block-wise homogeneity test in Section V-C, the identified clusters {C w k } K k =1 are then used to test the clustering reliability under the block-wise identical noise model in Section III-B. In particular, for each layer , we first estimate the noise level parameter p ( ) ij for every cluster pair i and j as p
, where p ( ) ij is an MLE of p ( ) ij . We then use the generalized log-likelihood ratio test (GLRT) developed in [39, Sec. V-C] to specify an asymptotic 100(1 − α )% confidence interval for p ( ) accounting for the block-wise identical noise level parameter for each layer. In particular, the GLRT is a test statistic of the null hypothesis all block-wise noises are independent and identical versus the alternative hypothesis all block-wise noises are independent but not identical.
If the estimated block-wise identical noise level parame-
is within the 100(1 − α )% confidence interval for every , then the clusters {C
satisfy the block-wise identical noise model, and therefore we can apply the phase transition results in Theorem 2 to evaluate the clustering reliability. In particular, we compare the estimated aggregated noise level t w with the estimated phase transition lower bound t w LB of t w LB in Theorem 2 (c), where
, and
where
is the graph Laplacian matrix of within-cluster edges of cluster C w k in the -th layer,
, and n max = max k ∈{1,2,...,K } n k . Therefore, using Theorem 2, the clusters {C
LB , since the eigenvector matrix Y used for multilayer SGC possesses cluster-wise separability. The lower bound in (10) also specifies the effect of cluster size on clustering reliability test. Ignoring the term in the numerator, a set of imbalanced clusters having larger n max leads to smaller t w LB and hence implies a more difficult clustering problem.
E. Clustering Reliability Test Under the Block-Wise Non-Identical Noise Model
In the iterative process of step 4 in MIMOSA, if every interconnection matrix C ( ) ij passes the block-wise homogeneity test in Section V-C, but some layers fail the clustering reliability test under the block-wise identical noise model in Section V-D, the identified clusters {C 
F. A Signal-to-Noise Ratio Criterion for Final Clustering Results
In step 4 of MIMOSA, given the number of clusters K, if MIMOSA finds any feasible layer weight vector that passes the clustering reliability tests in Sections V-D or V-E, it then stores the vector in the set W feasible , and stops increasing K. This means that MIMOSA has identified a set of reliable clustering results of the same number of clusters K based on the clustering reliability tests. To select the best clustering result from the feasible set, in step 5 we use the phase transition results established (8) 4. Layer weight adaptation and multilayer SGC reliability tests:
by implementing K-means algorithm on the rows of Y 4-5. Block-wise homogeneity test:
Go back to step 4-1 with z = z + 1 end if [4] [5] [6] 
in Section IV to define a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each clustering result, which is
t w LB can be viewed as the aggregated signal strength of withincluster edges, and t w is the the aggregated noise level across layers. Therefore, the final clustering result is the clusters
, where w * = arg max w ∈W f e a s ib le SNR w is the layer weight vector having the largest SNR in the set W feasible .
G. Computational Complexity Analysis
The overall computational complexity of MIMOSA is O(|T |K 3 ( m + n)), where K is the number of output clusters, n is the number of nodes, and m = L =1 |E | is the sum of total number of edges in each layer. The analysis is as follows. 
VI. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To validate the phase transition results in the accuracy of multilayer SGC via convex layer aggregation established in Section IV, we generate synthetic multilayer graphs from a two-layer correlated multilayer graph model. Specifically, we generate edge connections within and between K = 3 equallysized ground-truth clusters on L = 2 layers G 1 and G 2 . The two layers G 1 and G 2 are correlated since their edge connections are generated in the following manner. For every node pair (u, v) of the same cluster, with probability q 11 there is a within-cluster edge (u, v) in G 1 and G 2 , with probability q 10 there is a withincluster edge (u, v) in G 1 but not in G 2 , with probability q 01 there is a within-cluster edge (u, v) in G 2 but not in G 1 , and with probability q 00 there is no edge (u, v) in G 1 and G 2 . These four parameters {q xy } x,y ∈{0,1} are nonnegative and sum to 1. For between-cluster edges, we adopt the block-wise identical noise model in Section III-B such that for each layer , the edge connection between every node pair from different clusters is an i.i.d. Bernoulli random variable with parameter p ( ) .
A. Phase Transitions in Multilayer SGC via Convex Layer Aggregation
By varying the noise level {p
, Fig. 2 shows the accuracy of multilayer SGC with respect to different layer weight vector w = [w 1 w 2 ]
T and the averaged result over w, where the accuracy is evaluated in terms of cluster detectability. Let
denote the detected and ground-truth clusters, respectively, and let |C k ∩ C k | denote the number of common nodes in C k and C k . Cluster detectability is defined as max {C
where Perm({C k }) is the set of all possible cluster label permutations of the detected clusters. In other words, cluster detectability requires consistency between the detected and ground-truth clusters. Given a fixed w, as proved in Theorem 2, Fig. 2(a)-(c) show that there is indeed a phase transition in cluster detectability that separates the noise level {p
into two regimes: a reliable regime where high clustering accuracy is guaranteed, and an unreliable regime where high clustering accuracy is impossible. Furthermore, the critical value of {p ( ) } 2 =1 that separates these two regimes are successfully predicted by Theorem 2(c), which validates the phase transition analysis. Fig. 2(d) shows the geometric mean of cluster detectability from different layer weight vectors. There is a universal region of perfect cluster detectability that includes the region specified by the universal phase transition lower bound in (4).
B. The Effect of Layer Weight Vector on Multilayer SGC via Convex Layer Aggregation
Next we investigate the effect of layer weight vector w on multilayer SGC via convex layer aggregation given fixed noise levels {p
. In the two-layer graph setting, since by definition w 2 = 1 − w 1 , it suffices to study the effect of w 1 on clustering accuracy. Fig. 3 shows the clustering accuracy by varying w 1 under the two-layer correlated graph model. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , if each layer has low noise level, then any layer weight vector w ∈ W 2 can lead to correct clustering result. If one layer has high noise level, Fig. 3(b) and (c) show that there exists a critical value w 1 ∈ [0, 1] that separates the cluster detectability into a reliable regime and an unreliable regime. In particular, Theorem 2 implies that the critical value w 1 , if existed, satisfies the condition t w = t 1 ∈ [0, 1] that separates the cluster detectability into a reliable regime and an unreliable regime. Furthermore, the critical value w * 1 is shown to satisfy the equation in (12) derived from Theorem 2. (d) In the case of high noise level for each layer, no layer weight vector can lead to correct clustering result, and the cluster detectability is similar to random guessing of clustering accuracy 33.33%. (a) (p (1) , p (2) (1) , p (2) ) = (0.5, 0.5). It is observed in Fig. 3(b) and (c) that the empirical critical value w 1 matches the predicted value from (12) . Lastly, as shown in Fig. 3(d) , if each layer has high noise level, then no layer weight vector can lead to correct clustering result, and the corresponding cluster detectability is similar to random guessing of clustering accuracy
VII. MIMOSA ON REAL-WORLD MULTI-LAYER GRAPHS
A. Dataset Descriptions
In this section, we apply MIMOSA to 9 real-world multilayer graphs and compute the external and internal clustering metrics for quality assessment. The statistics of the 9 real-world multilayer graphs are summarized in Table I , and the details are described as follows.
1) VC 7th grader social network [49] : This dataset is based on a survey of social relations among 29 7th grade students in Victoria, Australia, including 12 boys and 17 girls. A 3-layer graph is created based on different relationships, including "friends you get on with", "your best friends", and "friends you prefer to work with" in the class. For each layer we only retain the edges where there is mutual agreement between every student pair. 2) Leskovec-Ng collaboration network 2 : We collected the coauthors of Prof. Jure Leskovec or Prof. Andrew Ng at Stanford University from ArnetMiner [50] from year 1995 to year 2014. In total, there are 191 researchers Fig. 4 . Ground-truth clusters of the collected Leskovec-Ng collaboration network. Nodes represent researchers, edges represent the strength of coauthorship [51] , [52] , and colors and shapes represent two clusters -"Leskovec's collaborator" (cyan square) or "Ng's collaborator" (red circle).
in this dataset. We partition coauthorship over a 20-year period into 4 different 5-year intervals and hence create a 4-layer multilayer graph. For each layer, there is an edge between two researchers if they coauthored at least one paper in the 5-year interval. For every edge in each layer, we adopt the temporal collaboration strength as the edge weight [51] , [52] . Notably, while Prof. Leskovec and Prof. Ng both were members of the same department, there is no record of coauthorship between them on ArnetMiner. However, they are connected through a common co-author, Christopher Potts. As a result the full collaboration network among 191 researchers is a connected graph. We manually label each researcher by either "Leskovec's collaborator" or "Ng's collaborator" based on the collaboration frequency, and use the labels as the groundtruth cluster assignment. The ground-truth clusters with researcher names are displayed in Fig. 4. 3) 109th Congress votes: We collected the votes of 100 senators of the 109th U.S. Congress to create 3 multilayer graph datasets based on the topic area of each bill on which they voted, including "Budget", "Energy", and "Security". Only bills on which every senator has voting records are considered in these datasets. For each bill topic (a multilayer graph) we create a layer for each bill. In each layer, there is an edge between two senators if they vote the same way. We use the party (Democratic or Republican) as the ground-truth cluster label. In addition, we label the one independent senator as Democratic since he caucused with the Democrats. 4) Reality mining [53] : The reality mining dataset contains mobile and social traces among 94 MIT students. We extract the largest connected component of students from this dataset to form a 2-layer graph, where one layer represents user connection via text messaging, and the other layer represents user connection via proximity (Bluetooth). For each layer we only retain edges for which there is mutual contact between student pairs. 5) London transportation network [54] : The London transportation network dataset contains different transportation routes through Tube stations in London. We extract the largest connected component of stations that are either connected by Overground transportation or by Docklands Light Railway (DLR) to form a 2-layer graph, where one layer represents overground connectivity, and the other layer represents DLR connectivity. 6) Human H1V1 genetic interaction [55] : The human H1V1 genetic interaction dataset contains different types of genetic interactions among 1005 proteins. We extract the largest connected genetic interaction network from this dataset to form a 5-layer graph, where each interaction type corresponds to one layer and for each layer we only retain the edge of mutual interaction. 7) Pierre Auger coauthorship [31] : The Pierre Auger coauthorship dataset contains the coauthorship among 514 researchers between 2010 and 2012 associated with the Pierre Auger Observatory, which involves 16 working research tasks (layers) related to studies of ultra-high energy cosmic rays. We extract the largest connected component from this network to form a 16-layer graph. Since MIMOSA allows the input multilayer graph to be weighted, for each layer G , if G is unweighted, we adopt the degree normalization [40] such that the (u, v)-th entry in the weight matrix 
B. Performance Evaluation
Using the multilayer graph datasets described in Table I , we compare the clustering performance of MIMOSA with four other methods. The first method is the baseline approach that assigns uniform weight to each layer in the convex layer aggregation (i.e., w = 1 L ∀ ). Since this baseline approach is equivalent to MIMOSA with the setting w ini = 1 L L and T = {0}, we call this method MIMOSA-uniform. The second method is a greedy multilayer modularity maximization approach that extends the Louvain method for clustering in single-layer graphs to multilayer graphs, which is called GenLouvain. 3 GenLouvain aims to merge the nodes to maximize the multilayer modularity defined in [12] in a greedy manner. The third method is the multilayer graph clustering algorithm proposed in [13] , called SC-ML. The fourth method is the Self-Tuning algorithm [36] 3 http://netwiki.amath.unc.edu/GenLouvain/GenLouvain for graph clustering in single-layer graphs, where the singlelayer graph is obtained by summing the edge weights across all layers.
For GenLouvain, we set the resolution parameter γ ∈ {0.5, 1, 2} and the latent inter-layer coupling parameter ω = 1. For MIMOSA, we set w ini = 1 L L to be a uniform vector, η = 10 −5 , α = α = 0.05 ∀ , and the regularization set T = {0, 10 −1 , 10 0 , 10 1 , 10 2 , 10 3 , 10 4 , 10 5 }. The effect of the parameters in MIMOSA on the output clusters are summarized as follows. If one has some prior knowledge of the noise level in each layer, then adjusting w ini by assigning more weights to less noisy layers may yield better clustering results. Increasing η or decreasing {α } and {α } tightens the clustering reliability constraint and may increase the number of output clusters. Expanding T may yield better clustering results. Like MIMOSA, GenLouvain and Self-Tuning are automated clustering algorithms that do not require specifying the number of clusters K a priori. SC-ML requires the knowledge of K, and for performance comparison we set the value of K in SC-ML to be the number of clusters found by MIMOSA.
We use the following external and internal clustering metrics to evaluate the performance of different methods. External metrics can be computed only when ground-truth cluster labels are known, whereas internal metrics can be computed in the absence of ground-truth cluster labels. In particular, since these internal metrics are designed for single-layer graphs, in the evaluation we extend these internal metrics to multilayer graphs by summing the metrics defined at each layer. The clustering metrics are summarized as follows. Specifically, we denote the K clusters identified by a graph clustering algorithm by {C k } K k =1 , and denote the K ground-truth clusters by
1) External clustering metrics:
a) normalized mutual information (NMI) [56] : NMI is defined as
where I is the mutual information between
, and H is the entropy of clusters. Larger NMI means better clustering performance. b) Rand index (RI) [57] : RI is defined as
where T P , T N, F P and F N represent true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative decisions, respectively. Larger RI means better clustering performance. c) F-measure [58] : F-measure is the harmonic mean of the precision and recall values for each cluster, which is defined as "NA" means "not applicable", and "−" means "not available" due to lack of ground-truth cluster labels. For each dataset, the method that leads to the highest clustering metric is highlighted in bold face. where F − measure k = 2·P RE C k ·RE C ALL k P RE C k +RE C ALL k , and P REC k and RECALL k are the precision and recall values for cluster C k . Larger F-measure means better clustering performance.
2) Internal clustering metrics:
a) conductance [59] : conductance is defined as
where conductance k = are the sum of within-cluster and betweencluster edge weights of cluster C k , respectively. Lower conductance means better clustering performance. b) normalized cut (NC) [59] : NC is defined as
where NC k = are the sum of withincluster, between-cluster and total edge weights of cluster C k , respectively. Lower NC means better clustering performance. Table II summarizes the external and internal clustering metrics obtained after multilayer graph clustering by the four methods for the datasets listed in Table I . For MIMOSA and MIMOSA-uniform, we terminate the iterative process and report the clustering result as "not applicable" (NA) when the number of clusters K exceeds n 2 , where n is the number of nodes. As a result, NA means that before termination no clustering results have passed the clustering reliability tests.
It is observed from Table II that MIMOSA has the best clustering performance among 6 out of 9 datasets. For the Congressvotes-Budget and Congress-votes-Security datasets, MIMOSA performs somewhat worse than MIMOSA-uniform. For the VC 7th grader social network, Leskovec-Ng collaboration network and Pierre Auger coauthorship datasets, MIMOSA-uniform fails to find a reliable clustering result, whereas MIMOSA has superior clustering metrics. The robustness of MIMOSA implies the utility of layer weight adaptation, and it also suggests that assigning uniform weight to every layer regardless of the noise level may lead to unreliable clustering results. Comparing MI-MOSA to SC-ML with the same number of clusters, the clusters found by MIMOSA have better clustering metrics. MIMOSA also outperforms Self-Tuning in most of the datasets, suggesting that simply summing a multilayer graph to create a single-layer graph does not necessarily benefit multilayer graph clustering. In addition, we also observe that GenLouvain tends to identify more clusters than the number of ground-truth clusters. The fact that MIMOSA-uniform and Self-Tuning outperform MIMOSA in some cases is likely due to the fact that these particular datasets have similar connectivity in each layer. For example, in the Congres-votes-Budget dataset almost every senator voted along party lines on all budget related legislation.
As a visual illustration, Fig. 5 displays the ground-truth clusters and the clusters identified by MIMOSA for each layer of the VC 7th grader social network dataset. The number of clusters identified by MIMOSA is 2, which is consistent with the ground truth. The optimal layer weight vector obtained from step 5 of MIMOSA in Algorithm 1 is w * = [0.0531 0.1608 0.7861] T . Comparing each layer with the ground-truth clusters, it can be observed that the connectivity patterns in Fig. 5(c) and (d) are more consistent with the ground truth, whereas the connectivity pattern in Fig. 5(b) is less informative, which explains why MIMOSA adapts more weights to the second and the third layers. Furthermore, Fig. 5 also explains why MIMOSA-uniform does not yield reliable clustering results, since it assigns uniform weight to each layer and is insensitive to the noise distribution. It is worth noting that MIMOSA correctly groups all nodes into 2 clusters except for node 9. However, we also observe that node 9 has no edge connections in the two informative layers as shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d) , and indeed has more connections to girls than boys in the first layer as shown in Fig. 5(b) , which leads to the misclassification of node 9 when compared with the ground-truth clusters.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have characterized the phase transition that governs the accuracy of a convex aggregation method of multilayer spectral graph clustering (SGC). By varying the noise level, as measured by the edge connection probability of spurious betweencluster edges, we specified the critical value that separates the performance of multilayer SGC into a reliable regime and an unreliable regime. The phase transition was validated via numerical experiments. Furthermore, based on the phase transition analysis, we proposed MIMOSA, a multilayer SGC algorithm that provides automated model order selection for cluster assignment and layer weight adaptation with statistical clustering reliability guarantees. Applying MIMOSA to real-world multilayer graphs shows competitive or better clustering performance with respect to several baseline methods, including the uniform weight assignment, a greedy multilayer modularity maximization method, and a subspace approach. Our future work will include extending the phase transition analysis and MIMOSA to other multilayer block models.
